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Outline

I Global poverty

I Global inequality

I Measurement challenges

Readings

I Milanovic (2013)

I Ray ch. 8

Additional readings:

I Angus Deaton (2010), Price Indexes, Inequality, and the
Measurement of World Poverty, American Economic Review



Question: Would you rather be rich in a poor country, or poor in a rich
country? (taken from Dani Rodrik)

I You only care about your own income and purchasing power

I Define rich and poor people within countries as:
I Rich person: same income level as people in the top 5% of the

country’s income distribution
I Poor person: same income level as people in the bottom 5% of the

country’s income distribution

I Define rich and poor countries as:
I Rich country: the country is in the top 5% of all countries ranked by

GDP per capita
I Poor country: the country is in the bottom 5% of all countries

ranked by GDP per capita



The answer

yj per capita income (GDP) in country j
φdj income share of ventile d in country j
ydj average income level in ventile d(= 1, 2, .., 20) in country j

ydj = 20 ∗ φdj ∗ yj

yj φdj Income
Poor country per capita income share rich individual
(Niger) income: of top 5% in in poor country:

a poor country:

$573 0.254 $2,911

Rich country per capita income share poor individual
(Norway) income of bottom 5% in in rich country:

a rich country:
$47,547 0.014 $13,313

Note: All figures are for 2012, in 2005 PPP-adjusted $.



Measurement challenges

Household survey data:

I Expenditure vs. income

I Re-call period etc.

Free publicly provided goods and services

How to adjust for differences in cost of living?

I Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)





International price comparisons are inherently difficult!

International Comparison Program (ICP)

I Collects prices of the same goods in different countries

I Six countries in 1967, gradually increased

I Housed in the World Bank since 2005

I Latest rounds: 1993, 2005 and 2011

Difficult to make comparisons across very different countries

I People consume different goods!

I Relative prices are not constant, and people tend to consume heavily
goods that are relatively cheap locally

I Air travel is expensive in Africa, but little consumed. In Norway,
cheap and heavily consumed

I Kenya vs. Norway, Kenya looks expensive if we use Norway’s
consumption weights, and vica versa



Uncertainty in the PPPs (Deaton 2012)

We do not really know the relative living standard of countries that
have widely different consumption patterns! Sensitive to how we
compute the PPPs



Source: Angus Deaton (2014), Robbins Lecture



Source: Angus Deaton (2014), Robbins Lecture



Poverty measurement

I Poverty lines:
I Nutrition norms: item-by-item consumption or overall expenditure?
I Temporary or chronic?
I Households or individuals?
I Relative or absolute poverty lines?

I Aggregation:
I Head count
I Poverty gap
I Other



Source: World Bank (2014)



Source: World Bank (2014)



Source: Angus Deaton (2010)



Source: Angus Deaton (2010)



Source: World Bank (2014)



Critic of the global poverty counts

I Lack of legitimacy and ad hoc changes

I Some critics claim that the World Bank inflates their poverty
numbers to increase its relevance

I Global poverty reduction was MDG 1, and the World Bank raised its
poverty line (and counts) in the middle of this process

I Nobody is held responsible for achieving the goals—not important
numbers!

I Still, the public debate is shaped by numbers
I Justin Lin after the 2005 revision: “the sobering news–that poverty

is more pervasive than we thought—means that we should redouble
our efforts, especially in sub-Saharan Africa”

I More focus on consistency across time today (“holding the yardstick
steady”)





Inequality measures

I Gini

I Income shares

I Other



Rising within-country inequality, almost everywhere



Rising within-country inequality, almost everywhere



Three concepts of global inequality (Milanovic, 2013)



Source: Milanovic (2013)
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Source: Angus Deaton (2010)



Source: Milanovic (2013)
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Summary Inequality

I Countries pulled apart until recently (concept 1)

I Inequality in weighted country averages has fallen (concept 2), much
due to China and India

I Global inequality is more disputed (concept 3), but likely that it has
decreased recently

I The level of inequality is larger than in the most unequal countries in
the world

I Given that the standard errors of China and India PPPs are 15%,
can we really say anything sensible on global inequality?

Richard Stone:

“Why do we need to compare the U.S. with, say, India or
China? Everybody knows that one country is very rich and
another country very poor, does it matter whether the factor is
thirty or fifty or what?”



Estimated wage gains from cross-border labor mobility are
enormous

Source: Clemens, Montenegro, and Pritchett (2009)



Take-homes and conclusion
I Measurement challenges

I Poverty lines and aggregation

I Three concepts of global inequality

I How global poverty and inequality have evolved

Large uncertainty in estimates of global poverty and inequality

I Poverty estimates are much more sensitive, hundreds of millions of
people clustered just around the poverty line

Why do we even need them?

I No direct relevance within countries

I No global government–what is the policy relevance?

Resources:
PovCalNet

Gapminder, the Dollar-street

How rich am I?

http://iresearch.worldbank.org/PovcalNet/povOnDemand.aspx
https://www.gapminder.org/dollar-street/matrix?thing=Toys&countries=World&regions=World&zoom=4&row=1&lowIncome=29&highIncome=10103&lang=en
https://www.givingwhatwecan.org/get-involved/how-rich-am-i/?country=NOR&income=700000&adults=2&children=1

